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Study 4371 (and, to a lesser degree, Study 3888) provided important support to the
development of Fiasp for pediatric use. These were randomized, single-center, double-blind,
single-dose of 0.2 U/kg, two-period cross-over studies that evaluated the PK of Fiasp and
NovoLog in children (ages 6-11 years), adolescents (ages 12-17 years), and adults (ages 18- 64
years) with T1D. PD data were also evaluated using a meal test. In accordance with the
objectives of the iPSP, the results demonstrated that the differences between Fiasp and
NovoLog (administered as subcutaneous boluses) in PK and PD observed in adults with T1D
were preserved in children and adolescents with T1D (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Mean PK in children and adolescents of Fiasp and NovoLog in Study
4371

Source: Module 2.7.2 Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies

As outlined in the iPSP, Study 4265 supported the extrapolation of the glycemic control
indication to the pediatric T2D population: it was a randomized, single-center, double-blind,
single-dose, two-period, cross-over, active-comparator study investigating the PK and PD of
Fiasp in adults with T2D in the context of a euglycemic clamp. Fiasp demonstrated an earlier
onset of exposure and greater early and maximum exposures compared with NovoLog, with a
comparable total insulin exposure.
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Figure 2: Mean PK (left) and mean GIR (right) profiles of Fiasp and NovoLog in
Study 4265

Source: Module 2.7.2 Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies

Dr. Singh concluded that the overall unit dose-response of Fiasp and NovoLog were
comparable, despite observed PK/PD profile differences. Dr. Singh concluded that the
differences with regard to the PK/PD profiles of the two products that were initially observed
in adults and in patients with T1D were preserved in children and adolescents and in patients
with T2D. Dr. Singh deferred assessment of the efficacy, safety, and risk-benefit for Study
4101 to the Statistical and Clinical reviewers.

6. Clinical/Statistical- Efficacy
Dr. Jennifer Clark of the Office of Biostatistics (OB), Division of Biometrics II (DBII) and
Hyon Kwon of the Office of New Drugs (OND), Division of Metabolism and Endocrinology
Products reviewed the data from study 4101 (the clinical study submitted to support a finding
of efficacy and safety of Fiasp in pediatric patients with T1D). Dr. Jennifer Clark concluded
that the primary objective of study 4101 (to demonstrate the non-inferiority of Fiasp to
NovoLog with regard to improved glycemic control) was achieved: the primary endpoint of
difference in change in HbA1c for both mealtime Fiasp and postmeal Fiasp met the prespecified non-inferiority margin of 0.4%. Dr. Clark also concluded that mealtime Fiasp
demonstrated superiority over mealtime NovoLog for the primary endpoint of change in
HbA1c.
Study 4101 was a 26-week, multicenter, partly double-blind, randomized, active-controlled,
three-armed parallel trial to compare the efficacy and safety of mealtime Fiasp, postmeal
Fiasp, and mealtime NovoLog (all in combination with insulin degludec) in children and
adolescents (ages 1-17 years) with T1D. Due to the timing of the dose administration, the
postmeal Fiasp arm was not blinded. However, the two meal-time study arms were blinded to
treatment. Please see Dr. Clark’s and Hyon Kwon’s reviews for additional study details,
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including those related to inclusion/exclusion criteria, the 12-week run-in period, and the
methodologies of the statistical analyses.
Figure 3: Design of Study 4101

Source: Study 4101 Clinical Study Report

The study screened 933 patients, of which 777 were enrolled and randomized to treatment.
Almost all the subjects completed the study (see Table 1). Baseline demographics were
balanced across treatment arms (see Table 2).
Table 1: Patient disposition in Study 4101

Source: FDA Clinical Review
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Table 2: Baseline demographic characteristics in Study 4101

Source: Study 4101 Clinical Study Report

The hypotheses tested in a stepwise hierarchical order to control type 1 error were:
 Non-inferiority of meal-time Fiasp compared to meal-time NovoLog in the change
from baseline in HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment;
 Non-inferiority of post-meal Fiasp compared to meal-time NovoLog in the change
from baseline in HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment;
 Superiority of meal-time Fiasp versus meal-time NovoLog in the change from baseline
in HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment.
These primary endpoints were analyzed according to a multiple imputation regression with a
missing at random (MAR) assumption for all patients missing Week 26 HbA1c measurements.
The analysis was run for 100 imputed datasets using an ANCOVA model with baseline
HbA1c, treatment, age strata, and region. Subgroup analyses were done for age, race, sex, and
geographic region.
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Table 3: Efficacy results from Study 4101

Source: FDA Statistical Review

On their face, the analyses as confirmed by Dr. Clark support all three hypotheses tested in the
hierarchical order (non-inferiority of meal-time Fiasp to meal-time NovoLog, non-inferiority
of post-meal Fiasp to meal-time NovoLog, superiority of meal-time Fiasp to meal-time
NovoLog). Dr. Clark’s review also noted imbalances not favoring Fiasp for events of blood
glucose (BG) confirmed hypoglycemia (less than 56 mg/dL ) and a trend towards slightly
higher median bolus doses for mealtime Fiasp compared to postmeal Fiasp and mealtime
NovoLog. Overall, Dr. Clark concluded that statistical evidence of efficacy from this
submission support approval for a pediatric indication for mealtime Fiasp and that “while
evidence is less conclusive concerning post meal Fiasp, results from this arm should be
included if this will be a viable option that patients may choose when prescribed this
treatment.”
Hyon Kwon’s review also discussed insulin dose when interpreting the efficacy results. She
concluded that the differences in the meal daily bolus insulin dose across treatment arms were
small and appeared unlikely to have a large impact on the primary analysis (see Figure 4).
Figure 4: Mean Daily Bolus Insulin Dose in U/kg by Treatment Week in Study
4101

Source: Study 4101 Clinical Study Report
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Hyon Kwon concurred with Dr. Clark that the statistical analyses of the primary endpoints
meet pre-specified criteria for all three hypotheses. Based on the efficacy data in 4101 and also
the clinical pharmacology studies and the clinical trials previously reviewed, she concluded
that both mealtime Fiaps and postmeal Fiasp have efficacy with regards to glycemic control in
pediatric patients with diabetes. While she did not believe differences in insulin doses across
treatment arms were likely to have had a significant impact on the primary analysis, she
(b) (4)

, due to an accompanying
observation of a numerical imbalance in blood glucose confirmed hypoglycemic events not
favoring Fiasp. I concur with these conclusions.
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7. Safety
Hyon Kwon also evaluated the clinical data from Study 4101 from the perspective of overall
safety, in order to make a benefit-risk assessment regarding expanding the indication for Fiasp.
Deaths
One death was reported in the trial: a 12-year old drowned at sea during the second follow-up
period. This death did not appear treatment related.
Serious Adverse Events (SAEs)
There were relatively few SAEs observed during the conduct of Study 4101. Of these, the
majority related to infections and hypoglycemia.
Hypoglycemia
Events of hypoglycemia (both serious and non-serious) comprised the focus of the safety
review of Study 4101. Serious events were infrequent: a total of 3 events were observed in the
mealtime Fiasp arm, compared to 8 events in the postmeal Fiasp arm and 4 events in the
mealtime NovoLog arm. Given the small number of events, Hyon Kwon did not arrive at any
conclusions regarding whether these numeric differences suggest a true difference for the risk
of severe hypoglycemic events across these treatment strategies. Events of symptomatic and
asymptomatic hypoglycemia (defined as confirmed BG less than 56 mg/dL), on the other
hand, were frequent in Study 4101 (see Table 4).
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Table 4: Summary of BG Confirmed, Severe or BG Confirmed, and Severe
Hypoglycemia in Study 4101

Source: Study 4101 Clinical Study Report
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Hyon Kwon noted in her clinical review imbalances not favoring Fiasp with regard to BG
confirmed hypoglycemia and BG confirmed nocturnal hypoglycemia for both the mealtime
Fiasp arm and the postmeal Fiasp arm. While nominal statistical significance was met only for
the safety endpoint of “severe or blood glucose confirmed nocturnal hypoglycemia”, Study
4101 was not designed or powered to detect differences across treatment arms of the endpoint
of BG confirmed hypoglycemia.
CDTL comment: Particularly in pediatric patients, events of blood glucose less than 56 mg/dL
are considered clinically important. While the results of Study 4101 do not support a definitive
conclusion that the Fiasp treatment strategies studied will result in higher rates of these events
than the NovoLog-based treatment strategy, these data are concerning. While they do not
preclude a finding of a favorable benefit-risk assessment for the use of Fiasp in pediatric
patients, it should be communicated in the labeling that higher rates of BG confirmed events of
hypoglycemia were observed with the Fiasp treatment arms than with the NovoLog treatment
arm in Study 4101. This is particularly important to place into context the finding that
mealtime Fiasp was statistically superior to mealtime NovoLog for the primary endpoint of
change from baseline of HbA1c.

8. Advisory Committee Meeting
No new efficacy or safety issue rose to the level of requiring input from an advisory panel.
Therefore, an advisory committee meeting was not convened for this NDA.

9. Pediatrics
The focus of these two efficacy supplements relate to pediatric studies and indications. On the
basis of this review, the indication of Fiasp will be expanded to included pediatric patients
with diabetes (both T1D and T2D). In addition, the existing labeling regarding use of CSII will
be extended to pediatric patients. Finally, the data in these submissions has been deemed
sufficient to discharge PREA PMR 3253-1.

10.

Labeling

The Division of Medication Error Prevention and Analysis (DMEPA), the Patient Labeling
Team in the Division of Medical Policy Programs (DMPP), and the Office of Prescription
Drug Promotion (OPDP) all reviewed the two efficacy supplements. Please see their respective
reviews for details.
Based on input from OPDP and on internal deliberations regarding the interpretation of the
efficacy data in the context of the observed imbalances in blood glucose confirmed
hypoglycemic events not favoring Fiasp in the pivotal pediatric clinical study, I recommend
the following approach to labeling:
Indication and Usage: expand indication to pediatric patients with diabetes mellitus
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